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This dissertation entitled 'Concomitants of Order Statistics' embodies a 
brief survey of work done in this direction. I have tried in this dissertation 
to sum up the recent developments on the topic. The work is spread over 
in five chapters. A comprehensive list of references relevant to our study 
material has been given at the end. 
Chapter I is an introductory chapter in which we have developed some 
concepts of preliminary notions that may be needed to grasp the ideas 
contained in subsequent chapters. 
Chapter II deals with several interesting functions and properties of 
concomitants of order statistics. 
Chapter III throws hght on concomitants of order statistics from Marshall 
and Olkin's bivariate Weibull distribution and Gumbell's bivariate 
Weibull distribution. Also included is concomitants of order statistics 
from bivariate Pareto distribution. For each of the above distributions, 
pdfs of concomitants of order statistics, joint pdfs of two concomitants 
and their moments are given. In a few cases, the mgf's and the cumulant 
generating functions have also been obtained. 
Chapter IV contains concomitants of order statistics from Burr II, III and 
XII distributions. In each case \S\Q,pdfs and moments of concomitants are 
discussed. Also stated are the results of joint ^4^ of two concomitants and 
their product moment. 
Chapter V deals with Fisher information in an order statistics and its 
concomitants. 
My aim has been to expose the subject matter in a simple and concise 
way. References have been given wherever the background material is 
required and equations have been numbered continuously. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. Order Statistics and Their Distributions : 
Let Xi,X2,---,X,^ be a random sample from an absolutely continuous 
population with probability density function ipdf) f{x) and 
distribution function (df)F(x). Let the variables X,-, / = l,2,--,/7 be 
arranged in ascending order and writtf^ n as 
Xijt<X2:,i ^X^ji ^•••^X„.„.Then the ordered variate X^.„ orX(,.). is 
called the r " order statistic, r = 1,2,•••,«• 
The pdf of the r order statistic is 
/^^•) = 7 7^ r:[F(A-)] ' '-^[l-F(x)f- ' ' /U) (1.1) 
( r - l ) ! ( n - r ) ! 
The pdf of the smallest and the largest order statistics can be obtained 
from (1.1) by putting r = l and r = n respectively 
F,.„U-) = Pr(X,.„<x) 
= Pr( at least r of Xi,X2,---,X„ are at most x) 
n 
= ^Pr(exactly / of Xi.X2,---,X„ are at most A) 
i=r 
=t['!y(x)]'[\-F{x)]"-', — oo ^ Jf ^ oo 
From the well known relation between binomial sums and incomplei 
beta function we have 
. Fix) 
^r.ni^-^-^r-^ ^ t'-'i^-rf-'dt (1 .2) 
The pelf of Xr;,i can also be obtained by differentiating (1.2) w.r.t. x. 
ioinlpdfof two order statistics X^-,, and X^..„(l< r <.v</0 is given by 
fr,s:ni^-)') = C,,,:,JF(jc)]'-'[f (>')-F(x)]'-' '-^[l -F{y)]"-' fix)f{^) 
(1.3) 
where C^-^y^ 
ir-\y.{s-r-mn-s)\ 
Joint pdf of X(r,),X(r2),...,X(r^.) where l<ri < r2 <...,/> <n and 
\<k<n is given by 
fr„r, ,-,Ul.A-2.--^^) = Q^.r2,....,:«[^(^l)]'' '~'[^(^2)-^(Al)]'^-"'' ' ' 
-[l-F{x,,)f-''>^f(xOf(X2)--nXk) (1.4) 
n' 
where Q r. r, •« = 
''''•••• ^ ( n - l ) ! ( r 2 - r i - l ) ! («- />)! 
Joint /7<y/ of all n order statistics is 
2. Concomitants of Order Statistics : 
Let (Xj.Yj). i = l,2,---,n be n pairs of independent random variables 
(rv'.v) having a common bivariate distribution corresponding to iX.Y). 
When the X/.v are arranged in non decreasing order then tlie Y - variates 
associated with the r'''order statistic, denoted by Yi,-,,]- 's called the 
concomitant of the /'' order statistic (David, 1973). 
The occiiiTence of concomitants in a variety of contexts independently 
prompted also another term induced order statistics. (Bhattacharya ,1974 
and Sen ,1976). David et cd. (1977) studied the small sample theory of 
distribution and expected value of the rank of y[r:n\- ^ ^^ e exact and 
asymptotic distribution theory of ^[r:/!] and of its rank was studied by 
Yang (1977) when (X/,y/), / = l,2,---,n are from an aibitrary absolutely 
continuous bivariate population. As pointed out by Sen(1981), lineai 
functions of concomitants may also be viewed as mixed rank statistics 
(Ghosh and Sen, 1971). 
The most important use of concomitants arises in selection procedures 
when k{< n) individuals are chosen on the basis of their X values. Then 
the corresponding Y values represent performance on an associated 
characteristic. For example, if the top k out of n bulls, as judged by 
their genetic makeup, are selected for breeding, then y[n-k+\:tiy "^"""[n.n] 
might represent the average milk yield of their female offspring. Or X 
might represent the score on a screening test and Y the score on a later 
test. These are related problems dealing with the estimation of 
parameters from data in which selection has taken place. 
Concomitants of order statistics arise very naturally when bivariate data 
(X/,y,). / = 1,2,---,A? be censored. Thiee kinds of censoring may 
usefully be distinguished (Watterson ,1959): (a) Censoring of ceitain 
A',-.,, and of the corresponding K[,.„]; (b) Censoring of certain Kr,.„] 
only; and;(c) Censoring of certain Xj-j^ only. For example, (b) occurs 
when X,.,j, i = \,2,...,n are the entrance scores and the K[,.„i. 
i = k + \.k + 2,---,n later scores of the successful candidates; 
(c) applies in the life test terminated after n-k failures when 
measurements on some associated variables are available for all n items. 
Concomitants can also be associated with record \ alues (Houchens, 1984; 
Ahsanullah, 1994) and with generalized order statistics which include 
order statistics and record values as special cases (Kamps. 1995). In the 
bivariate normal case Watterson (1959) obtains various linear estimates 
which are unbiased but have variances depending on population 
correlation coefficient (p). For case (a) maximum likelihood methods 
were used for linear estimates by Harrel and Sen (1979). 
The resulting burst in the study of concomitants as a class of statistics 
has been reviewed in David (1981, 1982) and Bhattacharya (1984). It is 
shown that a simulation method suggested by Efron (1990) for more 
efficiently approximating bootstrap distributions is closely related to the 
technique based on concomitants of order statistics (Do and Hall, 1992). 
Interesting applications of concomitants of order statistics, either as an 
underlying model or as a tool in statistical inference, are in selection and 
estimation procedures, estimation of regression and correlation 
coefficient, estimation for censored bivariate data, double sampling, the 
bivariate normal population and the simple linear regression model. 
(Bainett et al. ,1976;David et al. ,1977; Yang .1977: Galambos ,1978: 
David ,1980; Nagaraja and David , 1994). 
Moments of concomitants of order statistics from various distributions 
have been studied viz; bivaiiate Burr distributions, (Begum and Khan. 
1998 (a),(b)and (c)), biviuiate Pareto distribution (Begum and Khan. 
1999) Gumbeirs bivaiiate Weibull distribution ,Miirshall and Olkins 
bivariate Weibull distribution. (Begum and Khan. 1997 and 2()()0 
respectively); bivariate exponential distribution of .Marshall and Olkin 
(Beg and Balasubramanian. 1996). 
3. Distribution of Concomitants : 
General results may be achieved by conditioning on X (YangJ977) 
Let {Xi,Yj), i = l,2,---,n be n independent rv's having a common 
bivariate df F{x,y) and pelf fix,y). It is also assumed that f(x.\) is 
continuous. Since (X/.y,) are i.i.d. rv's ,thepdf of >'(r=r)is given as 
8[r.n](y)= \fiy\x)fr.n(x)dx (3.1) 
where fmi^) is the pdf of X^.,,, the r^' order statistics, as given in 
(1.1), and f{y\ x) is the conditional pdf of y[r:/;] given X^,, =.v. The 
k^'^ moment of y[r:„], the / ' concomitant of order statistic, (l<r</7) 
is given as: 
oo 
l^nn = E(Y^r.n]^ ^ \y""S[r.n]iy)dy , k = \,2,- (3.2) 
—oo 
Similarly, the joint pdf of two concomitants yj;..,,] and ^[v/(|-
\<r<s<n is given by 
oo A-) 
f^\r,s:n](y\'y2) ^ \ j/(>'lkl)/(V2k2)/r,i://(^l--^^ W-^ 1^ -^ '2 (3.3) 
-OO — o o 
where fr,s:n(^\'^'2'> is the joint pdf of two order statistics X,-.,, and 
Xy„ as given in (1.3) and /(yi|xi) and f{y2\^'2) ^^'^ tli<i conditional 
pdf's of V] given .vj and 32 given X2 respectively. 
The product moments of the / ' ' and A:" order of two concomitants 
Y[r:n] and Xf,,,,] is given by 
A'(V:»,l=£(i'[/:„l*'lLl>= 1 l3'/)'2«l.-.«.l(>'I..V2)''.v,<'v, (3.4) 
—oo —oo 
More generally , for 1 < rj < r2 < < r^  < n, we have 
= I I ••- \ Ilf^yil Xi)fr^,r,,..;rkMi^\--'^'2'---^^'k)dx\dX2 t/A> 
—OO—oo —o o^ ^^ I 
(3.5) 
Using the results: 
EiX) = E[E{X\ Y)]; V{X) = E[V(X\ Y)] + V[E{X\ ¥)] 
and putting m{x) = E(Y\ X = x) and cr^ (A) = Var{Y\ X = x) 
We have the results given by Bhattacharya(1974) and Yang (1977): 
E(Y[,,„] = E[m{X ,,„)] 
Var{Y[,,„]) = Var[ni{X,,„)] + E[(j^{Xr.n)] 
Cov{X,.n,ys:n) = Cov[Xr.nMXy,n)] 
Cov{Y[,.,,]Y[,.,,]) = Cov[miX,.,^),ni{X,.,,)] 
(3.6) 
Suppose that X, and Yj {i = \,2,...,n) have means jn^. and u^. and 
2 "' 
variances (J .^ ,(Tv"and are linked by the linear regression model i \p\< 1) 
(David. 1982). 
(J^ 
Yi=lly+p-^{Xi-^,)+Zl (3.7) 
a 
where the Xjand the Z,- are mutually independent, then from (3.7) it 
follows that £(Z,) = 0 ,Var(Z,) = cT/( l-p^)and p = cor(X,Y).ln 
the special case when the Xj and Z,- are normal .V, and Yj are 
bivariate normal .Ordering on the X s,we have for r = \.2.--,n 
y[r:n] = ^ y + P-^i^r.n -^y)^^[r] (3.8) 
where Z[^ ] denotes the particular Z, associated with X ,-„. In view of 
the dependence of Xi and the Z, we see that the set of X^-,, is 
independent of the Z^, the latter being mutually independent each 
with the same distribution as Zy. Setting 
^r:n ~ ^ 
(^r.n-^lx) 
Prr.n = Cov 
We have from (3.9) 
(Tv 
^r.n ~ ^^x ^s:n ~ ^x 
r,s = \,2,:.,n 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
In the bivariate normal case equations (3.10) were given by Watterson 
(1959). 
It may be noted that the above equations (3.10) are the iieneralization of 
(3.6). Now let Yj =g{Xj,Zj) represent a general regres<uni model of Y 
on X; where neither the Yj nor the Zj need be identically distributed (but 
are still independent).Then 
y[r.n]=8iXrjnZ[r]), r = l,2,....,n (3.11) 
From the mutual independence of the Xj and Z, it follows that Z[,.| has 
the same distribution as Z/ and that the Z^^ j are mutuall)' independent. 
When ^(.)of (3.11) is an increasing (or decreasing ) function of both 
arguments, then J|I:,J],-",1'[,J:«] are associated (Kim and David,1990). 
Two well known notions for the i.i.d. case due to Srikantan (1962) and 
Govindarajulil (1963) are also clearly true in case of pdf of two 
concomitant of order statistics. Thus the pdf of Ij;-,,] is 
^[r:«](>')= S ( - l ) 
i=n-r+\ 
i-n+r-\ (i-l\ln 
K^-'J 
ry,\ 
vO 
^[l.,j(v) •A<r<n (3.12) 
g[r:«](}')=S(-l)'"' ' .•_//-n 
i=r v ^ - ^ 
fn^ 
K ' J 
8[i:i](y) (3.13) 
Jh Thus , the A: moment of l|^.,jj is 
i=n-r+\ 
i-n+r-\ fi-lVfA 
n-r K' J 
{k) 
^n:/ (3.14) 
CrS(-')'-^ 
t=r r-\\ i 
(3.15) 
For checking the accuracy of the calculations, we have identities 
r=\ 
(3.16) 
n n 
r{u+v) 
M,V = 1,2, (3.17; 
and 
n n (3.18) Y.'ZCoviY[r..n],Y[s:n]) = nVar(Y) 
The asymptotic distribution theory of concomitant of order statistics has 
been studied by David and Galambos (1974). 
4. Some Important Transformations and Formulae : 
F 
PvPi, A 
;z = 1 
k 
Mk((^2)k («PIZ^ P^k ^ 
io(Pl)kiP2)k (PA kl (4.1) 
is known as the generalized Gauss series or simply the generalized 
hypergeometric series where 
Wn = 
1 if n = o 
A(A + l) (A + /2-1); if n = 1,2,3. (4.2) 
In terms of Gamma functions we have 
a)„=-^M ;A ^ 0.-1.-2,... 
is known as Pochhammer symbol (Prudnikovetal,1986). 
a,b 
(4.3) 
2 n ;z 
_ y (^)k(b)k z' (4.4) 
is known as Gauss hyper geometric series. 
Noting the results of Srivastava and Karlsson (1985) 
(A)-« = 
(A + m) = 
{-If 
(1-A)„ 
A(A +1),„ 
= 1,2,3,... a?^0.±l.±2,... 
{X-\-m + n) = A(A +1)„,+„ 
{^"-^m+n 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
2^1 
a,b 
;l 
Y{c)Y{c-a-b) 
Y{c-a)r{c-b) ,Re(c-«-/7)>0,c; tO,-l , -2, . . . (4.8) 
It is known as Gauss's theorem. 
3^2 
b, a-m 
{h - l)(a - m -1 ) 
{b + N-\){a-\) 3^2 
- m , 1, 2-/? 
;i 
2-h-N, 1-a 
(4.9) 
J,--A(^_3,)/i-l^,.^nA-W//)^,;,_A . O < R , ^ < R , ; L (4.10) 
CO 
J / - H a 4 - x ) - ^ x - H y ) - P ^ x = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - " - ^ ^ ^ F , 
0 r ( / j + p ) a^ 
[|argfl|<;r, Rev >0, |arg)'|<:;r, Rep >Re(v- / / ) ] (4.11) 
For real positive k and c and a positive integer b 
B{a + k.c) = B{k,c + b) 
r;=() a I 
„/ X Tni Vn . , , 
where B{m.n) = is the beta function. 
r (w + /;) 
4 C ) 
3^2 
a,b,c 
a-n,d 
( i -« )«- ; t—77;— 2 n 
b + k, c + k 
;z 
d + k 
^ " - ' 2 F , 
a,b 
;-wx dx = w 
-ar(c)r(a)r(a-«)r(fe-a) 
r(fl)r(^)r(c-a) 
3^2 
-N,l,l 
I, m 
( / - I ) 
(A^  + / - l ) 3'^ 2 
-N, m-1,1 
m,2-N-l 
;i 
pP-Q'^k 
l.m;n 
{apyibq);{cfc) 
;x,y 
(a/):(i3„,);(r„) 
(4.13) 
ife=0 '^ • 
(4.14) 
[ 0 < R e a < R e a < R e ^ ;|argw|<:;r] (4.15) 
[m = 1,2,...;/=1,2,....; or l=-N-N-l,-N-2] (4.16) 
00 00 
= Y y "^=1 7=1 7-1 x' / 
^ ^ I m n r! i'! 
;=i y=i y=i 
(4.17) 
is known as Kamp'e de F'eriet's series (Srivastava & Karlsson ,1985 ). 
11 
\e~P^t^ {t + x)~^dt = r(v + l)a^e"Pri-v,ocpy, 
0 
[\arga\<7t, Rev>-] , Re/?>0] 
where 
na,x) = \e-'t''-^dt = r{a)-ncc,x) 
X 
is known as complementary incomplete gamma function with 
r(a,x) = \e~^t"~^dt 
0 
Further,(Andrews, 1985), 
V/(Jc)=^lnrW = ^  = V (^l)+ X 
ax Fix) ^^Q 
is known as digamma function and 
n 
\l/{n + \)=\i/i\)+^\/k 
k=l 
1 1 
n + 1 n- X 
•,x>0 
v^"'hx)= 
jm+1 
_ , lnr(A-) = (-l)'"+^m!^(m + l,A) ;m = l,2,-
dx m+\ 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
is known as polygamma functions, where -^^(1) = 7 = 0.5772156649 
7 is known as Euler's constant (Prudnikov et al.. 1986). 
A'=()a+V)^ 
is known as generalized zeta function. 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
12 
and for V =l,z = 2 
1 K^ 
Lemma 1: For every n, the induced order statistics i^ [i:«],---.i^ [/;:/j] 
are conditionally independent given Xj, • • •, X„ with conditional cdf' s 
G(jXi.„),•••,G(jX„.„) respectively. 
5. Some Important Continuous Distribution : 
(a) Marshall andOlkin's bivariate Weibull distribution 
The df of Marshall and Olkin's bivariate Weibull distribution is given 
by 
F(x,>') = l-exp{-ai+A3)jc«}-exp{-(A2+A3)/} 
+ exp{-AiJc"-A2y"-A3max(x",>'")} Ai,A2,A3 >0 (5.1) 
The marginal pdf of X is 
f(x) = (Ai + A3)a:r""^ exp{-(Ai + As)^"} 
(Ai+A3)>0 0<x<oo (5.2) 
which is univariate Weibull distribution . 
Ata = l, (5.1) reduces to df of Marshall and Olkin's bivariate 
exponential distribution whereas for a = 2 , it is known as the df of 
Marshall andOlkin's bivariate Rayleigh distribution, 
(b) Gumbel's bivariate Weibull distribution 
The pdf oftheGumbel bivariate Weibull distribution is given by 
f{x,y) = p^xP-'^yP-\{b + cxP){a + cyP)~c] 
exp[-axP ~byP -cx^yP], x,y>Q\ a,h>Q: 0<c<ah (5.3) 
13 
The marginal pdf of X is 
f{x) = paxP~^ exp[-axP], x>0, a>0 (5.4) 
which is univariate Weibull distribution. 
At/7 = 1,(5.3) reduces to Gumbell's bivariate exponential distribution 
whereas for/? = 2 , itisGumbell's bivariate Rayleigh distribution. 
The use of Weibull distribution in reliability and quality control is well 
known. The distribution is also useful in cases where the condition of 
strict randomness of exponential distribution are not satisfied. The 
exponential distribution plays an important role in describing a large 
class of phenomenon particularly in the area of reliability theory .This 
is particularly very much appropriate failure law when present doesn't 
depend on past, for example, in studying the life of a bulb etc. 
(c) Bivariate Pareto distribution 
The pdf of the bivariate Pareto distribution is given by 
f(,,y)= P(P^^)(-b)P-' , p>0,x>a>0,y>b>0 (5.5) 
(bx + ay-ab)P^^ 
The marginal pdf of X is 
paP /(j^) = - y ^ ; x>a>0,p>0 (5.6) 
which is the univariate Pareto distribution . 
Many socio-economic and naturally occuning quantities are 
distributed according to Pareto law. For example, distribution of city 
population sizes, personal income etc. 
14 
(d) Bivariate Burr II distribution 
The pdf of Burr II distribution is given by 
It is also known as generalized bivariate logistic distribution. The 
marginal pdf of X is 
•^W=—^^-^7";;Tr' - - < ^ < ' - (58) 
which is univariate Burr II distribution . 
If we put V =1 in (5.7) , we get the pdf of bivariate logistic 
distribution .The logistic distribution can be used as a growth curve 
as a substitute for the normal distribution and in the analysis of the 
quantal response data,(Johnson & Kotz, 1970 ). 
(e) Bivariate Burr III distribution 
The pdf of the bivariate Burr III distribution is given by 
fix, y) = c(c + l)ai ki x ~ i^ "^a2^2)'~^^~^ 0 + «i ^"^^ + «2 y~*^ )~^ *''*'^ ^ 
(5.9) 
The marginal pdf of X is 
, , cai ^| x~^^ "^  
/ W = _,. ,^, ; 0<x<oo, /c,,c,ai>0 (5.10) 
(l+aix ^if+^ 
which is the univariate Burr III distribution. 
(f) Bivariate Burr XII distribution 
The pdf of the bivariate Burr XII distribution is given by 
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0<x<v<°o; ki,k2,c,ai,a2>0 (5.11) 
The marginal /^ rff of X is 
/ W = - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T - 7 i r ; 0<^<°°. ^l,c,ai>0 (5.12) 
(l + aix*i) 
which is univariate Burr Xn distribution . 
If we put c=l in (5.11) we get the pdf of bivariate log logistic whereas 
for ki=k2=l in (5.11), we get the pdf of bivariate Lomax distribution. 
Burr distribution is frequently used in the reliability theory. This 
distribution can also be used as an approximation to gamma distribution. 
6. Applications of Concomitants of Order Statistics : 
We now consider some applications of induced order statistics(or 
concomitants of order statistics) under the model given by (3.10). 
(Bhattacharya, P.K., 1984). 
(i) A selection problem: Consider a selection procedure in which a 
score Y is predicted on the basis of the predictor variables ^i, (^ 2 '••••' ^ n 
by means of a linear regression formula, and s out of a sample of n 
individuals with highest predicted scores are selected. Let 
denote the true regression formula. Let j3o,/3i,....,j3pdenote the estimated 
coefficients. Then the above procedure calls for selection of .v out of n 
individuals with the highest values of 
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Let (Xi,Yj), 1=1, ,n denote the predicted score and the true score in 
the samples from which the s individuals with the highest X-values are 
selected. The average true score of the selected individuals is then given 
by 
_ n 
Yg = s~ X^nr' where the induced 7-order statistics ^[r,:«] clearly 
r=n-s+l 
depend on /3.The standardized form of the conditional expectation 
E(Y,\P) wiz., 
{E(Ys\$) -fJ.y}/ay, which is a measure of the predictive accuracy of the 
estimated regression formula, has been called by Gross(1973) the 
expected gain from selection. By relation (3.10), 
{E(Y,\P)-fiy}/ay = p(p)s-^ 2 « n r . 
r=n—r+\ 
where p{P) is the conditional correlation coefficient between P_^ and 
Y given j3 i.e., 
Comparing the "expected gain from selection using P'^ with the 
maximum expected gain that can be achieved by any linear prediction 
formula, we see that a relative measure of efficacy of the formula fi'^ 
is provided by the ratio 
e = p{P)/p 
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where p is the population multiple correlation coefficient of Y on 
<^l,(^2'••••'^p-Note that a particular training sample may produce an 
estimate j8 for which e is small or even negative. 
(ii) A double sampling plan: Suppose (3.10) holds with Z 
independent of X and consider the problem of estimating ji y when we 
are allowed to observe X on a sample of size n and F on a subsample of 
size k from these n.Such a double sampling plan may yield better 
estimates of ju^ for the same cost when X is relatively inexpensive to 
observe in comparison with K .The simplest plan is to observe X on 
/!: individuals selected at random from nfor double sampling, and 
reindexing theX'^we may assume {X\,Y\),---,i^k^^k) ^*^ ^k+\''"^^ii 
to constitute the totality of all observations. For such a sampling scheme, 
Cochran studied the regression estimator 
Y = Yk+bk{X„-Xk) (6.1) 
where 
Xk=^Xi/k, Yk=^'^Yi/k, X„=f^Xi/n , 
1 1 1 
k - _ _ k _ 
h =S(X/ -x^)(y,- -Yk)/J^{Xi-Xkr 
1 1 
(6.2) 
However , it is natural to explore the possibility of improving this 
sampling scheme by using the information on X\,---,Xn to determine 
which Y values to observe. O'Connell and David (1976) proposed to 
observe Y for those individuals who occupy suitable ranks 
l<ri <---<r^. <n. The resulting K-observations are, therefore, the 
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induced order statistics ^r, :7j]'^ [r2 ://]'• "'^ [ri..:/;] '^^ "^ 
(Xi,ri),--,(X„,r„).Let 
- '^  - ^ 
1 1 
where 
.^ •'(,) = fc''l(^,:«-%))' (6-4) 
^xy,ik)=f^~'l{^rr.n -X^,^)[Y[,.,„]-Y^,^} (6.5) 
it 
I 
1 
and, for future reference, 
^l(k) =^~^J.hr.n]-y{k)f ; lit) =^xyXk)^^'xXk) ^'yXk)^ ^^ "^ ^ 
Then a modified version of the regression estimator (6.1) is 
%) = % ) +^it)(-^n - ^(it)) (6.7) 
By Lemmal ,it follows that under model (3.10) 
Var(%)|X^) = ^ -Vl-p2)cj2(i + v) 
where V = (Xjt - Yj^/,.2^^^ 
Hence F(^ ) is an unbiased estimator of ^y, with 
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An optimum choice of /'i,r2,--,r^ thus requires the minimization of 
E{V) .In the bivariate normal case , confining attention to symmetrically 
spaced ranks and approximating EiV) by Taylor's expansion. 
O'Connell and David (1976) have computed the optimal ranks for some 
n and k. They have also studied estimators of the form 
1 
k k 
which are unbiased if ^ai = l,2,a/«[r, .n] = ^  hold, and have variance 
1 1 ' 
it ^ k 
VariY*)/G^= (l-p^)^ai^+p^Var{X*),v^hQTtX =X«/^/-,„ 
1 1 
(iii) Maximum likelihood estimation from censored bivariate 
normal sample: Consider a life -testing problem in which X is the 
failure -time of a randomly selected unit and K is a covariate whose 
effect on X is of interest .If in an experiment with a random sample of 
n units only fc units are observed according to a type II censoring scheme, 
i.e. the experiment is run until the first k failures and (X,K) 
observations are made only on these k units , then the observations 
consist of the first k order statistics of the X variate and the corresponding 
induced order statistics of the covariate. In the bivariate normal case, 
Harrell and Sen (1979),have obtained the mie of iij^,iiy,(j^,Gy and 
p and the likelihood ratio test for //Q :p=0 under such a censoring 
scheme. Using Lemma 1 in conjunction with (3.10) the log likelihood 
function of (^ [i:/7]r-,J^ [A':Aj]) given X,, are obtained as, respectively. 
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1 
(n-/:)log[l-<D((X^.„-/i^)/(T;,)] 
Lk:nY/X=C2-k[og((Jy^j\-p^)-2{G^y{l-p^)^^ 
1 ^x 
These results follow as we know that the likelihood of first k order 
statistics is given by 
in-k)\ 
rx-n^ where F(x) = <S? 
Adding these we obtain the log likelihood based on the complete data, 
from which the mle's fix,fly,dx,<yy and pare calculated .Of these , 
ilx><^x t^ ™ 0"t to be the same as the mle's based on X alone , and 
they are computed by an iterative process. In terms of fix,^x '^^ ^^^^ 
while dy and p are obtained by solving 
pay/^x=hk) and ^ ^ a - P ^ ) = 4.(it)(^~^W^ 
where A:(^),y(/,),^ ^y,(^),/7(j;.) and r(y^ ) are given by (6.3)-(6.7).Since 
fix and (j^ - are known to have considerable bias under heavy 
censoring, it nay be preferable to these by some other suitable 
estimates throughout (Saw ,1959,1961). 
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The likelihood ratio statistic for estimating HQ is a function of r(^ ) 
and conditionally , given X„, the statistic 
follows a noncentral F-distribution with degrees of freedom {\,k-2) 
and noncentrality parameter A = k{p^ f{l~p^))s\/^JG^.. 
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CHAPTER II 
FUNCTIONS AND PROPERTIES OF CONCOMITANTS OF 
ORDER STATISTICS 
1. Introduction : 
Concomitants of order statistics arise in several applications. They appear 
in selection procedures, ranked-set sampling, double sampling and very 
naturally in the estimation of correlation and regression coefficients in a 
variety of situations, most importantly in censored bivariate samples 
where the censoring is practiced on the basis of X values. In this chapter 
we have discussed various functions and properties of COS, viz. 
dependence structure of COS and several interesting functions of selected 
concomitants. Thereafter, we have obtained the distribution of maximal 
value of concomitants and further dealt with the rank of Y^^ji] and the 
Markov property of the concomitants. 
2. Dependence Structure of COS : 
Property 1: The first study of the dependence structure of COS is due 
to Bhattacharya (1974). He showed that given Xi.,^,Yj.„ is independent 
of other order statistics and their concomitants. Formally, for 
1</] <---</;^ <n, the % : H ] (y =1 .2 , - - , ^ ) are conditionally 
independent given X,; ..„ = Xj (y =1,2,-•-,/:) and the joint conditional pdf 
k 
may be written as f l / (y) Xj). It follows that 
^/,,•••,/;. ( y i > - - - . ) ' ; i ) 
= \ 1 ••• lfx...„,-,X;,.,„i^h-,x,,)ll[fy^^iyj\xj)d.Xj] (2.1) 
'1^ .-
— oo—oo —oo 7 ~ * 
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where 
JC| < • • • < JC;^  
Thus, we can first simulate the Xj..,j's and then the Yj..,j's using the 
conditional independence property .An interesting feature of the 
probability integral transform comes in handy here. Note that 
^Y\X 0\i:n]\^i:n =^) i^  Standard uniform whatever be x (Bhattacharya 
and Gangopadhyay ,1990). This implies that F'Y\X^^[i:n]\^i:n ~^^ ^ ^ 
Xi-ji are independent Thus, Fy|j^ (y[,-.„]|Xj.„ =;t-),I <y</:are i.i.d. 
standard uniform random variables and are independent of the vector 
(X: .„,--,Xj .„ j.This would provide a comprehensive ,though perhaps 
not optimal , recipe for generating the concomitants of selected order 
statistics. 
Another consequence of the conditional independence property is the 
martingale property of the sequence X^yv[;:'/] ~^(^;://)) ^^^ 
1 </<«,where the c^i' are arbitrary constants (BhattacharyaJ984). 
Conditional independence also simplifies the task of determining the 
Fisher information in order statistics and their concomitants (Abo-
Eleneen and Nagaraja, 2002). 
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Property 2: The Markov property of the order statistics from continuous 
distributions result in the following well known property. Given 
Xf.,i=x, the components of (Xi.„,--,Xr_i;,()behave like the order 
statistics of a random sample of size (r-l) from the cdf F^ given by 
Fj(w) = Fx (w)/Fxix),w<x and are independent of the vector of future 
order statistics {Xf.+\.ji,---,Xn.,i). The latter vector behaves like the order 
statistic vector of a random sample of size (n - r) from the cdf Fi given 
byF2(w) = [Fx(w)-i^xW]''^xW'•^^Jf- While studying the 
properties of the so-called g-order statistics, Kaufmann and Reiss(1992) 
show that similar result holds for concomitants. Their Theorem 1 can be 
specialized as follows. 
Theorem 2.1. Consider the following sets of random variables: 
(a) (^l:n'%:n])"''(^r-1.7P^[r-l:«]) 
(b) (^r+l:n'^[r+l:n])"-'(^n:n'^[/i:n]j 
Given X .^^  =jc, the above three sets are mutually independent. Further, 
the bivariate random vectors in (a) behave like the order statistics and 
their concomitants from a random sample of size r from the conditional 
joint cdf F(x,}'|X <x) and the vectors in (b) correspond in a similar 
fashion to the conditional joint cdf F(j,ylX > x).Also, Y\j-n\ has the 
conditional cdfFY^ (y|jc). 
The above result can be generalized to include the situation where two or 
more of the X order statistics are held fixed and we are interested in 
intermediate order statistics and their concomitants. Such a result would 
be helpful in simulating, for example, concomitants of central order 
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statistics and is applicable to a doubly censored data. Further 
simplifications will result if our interest is on a symmetric function of the 
selected concomitants. 
3. Symmetric Functions of Selected Concomitants : 
Sometimes we are interested only in a symmetric function of the selected 
concomitants. Say, our interest is in ^(>[/+i:«],---,Jjy-i:«] j 
\<i<j-2,j<n, where ^(.)is a symmetric function .Upon conditioning 
on Xifi = xi , and X j.„ = X2 ,we note that g(.) behaves like a symmetric 
function of (j-i-Y)i.i.d. random variables generated from the cdf 
F(y\xi <X <A;2).This will simplify considerably the simulation of g(.) 
and the finite sample as well as the asymptotic distribution theory for 
such functions. We describe some of them below. 
a) Early examples are the moving medians (David and Nagaraja, 2003, 
pp.140) and the strip medians (Chambers et al.l983, pp. 87-89). These 
are given by 
M{i,j;n) = median{Y[i.„y,Y[j.f^^}, \<i<j<n (3.1) 
b) In a selection problem, Feinberg and Huber(1996) have considered the 
statistic 
Vk,n=^^(y[n-k+l:ny>y[n:n]), (3.2) 
representing the maximum of the concomitants of the top k X -order 
statistics. 
c) Another symmetric function, of interest in genetic selection problems, 
is the induced selection differential (Nagaraja, 1982) given by 
^[k,n] 
(, „ ^ 
Z^[y:'/]-^y 
^ j=n-k+\ 
l<yy (3.3) 
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d) In bivariate censored samples where the censoring is based on the 
values of X , the sample variance of the selected concomitants is of 
interest for estimating Gy. If only the top k X values and their 
concomitants are available, the sample variance of the observed 
concomitants is given by (Under and Nagaraja, 2003). 
r . ., \ 
(3-4) 
j=n-k+\ 
1 " 1 " 
i=n-k+\ \ 
In their study of an estimator of the correlation coefficient based on 
grouped data in the linear regression model, Spruill and Gastwirth 
(1982) considered the mean and variance of selected consecutive 
COS. 
4. Distribution of Maximal Values of Concomitants : 
Since Y^i-„^,---yY[„jj^and order statistics Yi.„,•••,¥„.„ are results of 
different orderings of random variables }|,--,y,j,one obtains that order 
statistics based on concomitants y[i.„],",y[„.,j]coincide with order 
statistics yi.„,-",K„.„.Inparticular, 
min(%:rt]''".^[n:«]} = >'l:/i 
and 
A useful statistics based on maximal values of concomitants can be 
applied in the following situation .Let X denote the score on a screening 
test, while Y is the score on a later test. As a result of screening test the 
best k out of n performers are selected for the later test. Their 
preliminary scores are X„.„,X,j_ij,,-X„_i^+\„ .Then 
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presents the best score on the later test. The ratio E{Vi^.,^)lE{Y,y,^) may 
be chosen as a measure of effectiveness of the screening procedure. 
Indeed, statistics 
max{y[i.„]r-si'[^:„]}.min{y[,,_^+l.„]/-sy[„.„]},niin{y[i.„],---,>'[;t:«]) 
can also be applied in the analogous procedures . The extreme values of 
concomitants of selected order statistics were discussed in Feinberg and 
Ruber, (1996); Nagaraja, (1992); Nagaraja and David, (1994); Joshi and 
Nagaraja, (1995). Below we will find the distribution of V^-„. 
We know that the joint density function of ^i:n,--,^;t:« ^"^ 
%:/i] '• • •'\k:n\ is given as follows : 
= - ^ a - G ( x ^ ) ) " " ^ n / U ; . y y ) ;^i <-<Xk, (4.1) 
(W Ac). ._j 
= 0 otherwise; 
where G(.)is the marginal cdf of X order statistics. 
Analogously, (4.1), the joint density function of random variables 
^n-k+\<---,Xn.n and y[„_^+,.„],---y[„.„]is given as 
- "' {\-G{xOf-'' Y[f{xj,yj); J, < - < A - „ (4.2) {n-k)\ 
j=n-k+\ 
Then, 
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nVk:n<y} 
= ^ ^ f . . . f 
_oo -«»-~<x„_jt+i<---x„<«> j-n-k+\ 
1 
n! 
y oo 
in-k)\ j J(GU„_;t+i))" ''f{x„_k+hyn-k+l) 
—oo—oo 
x„_;t+l<---^n<~ j=n-k+2 -oo 
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Using the symmetry argument we get that 
( n y ^ 
1 - J n ilf(^j^yj)dyj) 
,^n-it+i<---^V.<~ j=n-k+2 -oo 
^x„_ 
(4.3) 
k+2---dx„ 
= 7^S tlnxj,yj)dyj)-j^(P{X>x„.,^,,Y < y}f-' 
( ^ - 1 ) ! . '•\^^ 
and then 
nVk:n < >'} = nl (n-ky.(k-\)\ 
}(G(x))"-^(P{X >x„_^+l,y <y})^-l \f{x,v)dvdx 
n\ 
{n-k)\k\ \{G{x))"-''dx{S^{x.y)) (4.4) 
where 
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S{x,y) = P{X > x,Y< y} = H(y)- F{x,y) 
The R.H.S. of (4.4) coincides with, 
S"(-oo,y)-S"ioo,y) = H"(y) 
if k = n, and it can be rewritten as 
n\ \s^{x,y) {G{x)f-''-^dG{x) (4.5) 
{n-k-\y.k\ 
if k<n. 
Note that if components X and Y are independent, then 
S{x,y) = {l-G{x))H{y) 
and the expression (4.5) can be written as: 
"• ls''(x,y){G{x)f-^-'^dG(x) 
—oo 
oo 
//*(y) j(l-G(;c))^G(x))"-^-^^G(;c) 
—oo 
//^(y)fM""*"\l-M)''rfM = //*(v) 
{n-k-\)W- J 
= P{max(r„_^+l,---y„)} (4,6) 
5. The Rank of y[r:H] • 
Suppose we have independent measurements (X/,y,), i = \,--,n, with 
conunon cdf F{x,y), on individuals or objects Ai,---,A,^  and that A, 
ranks r^ on the x - measurements. In this section we study the 
following two questions: 
(n-
( « -
-k-
-k-
nl 
-l)!fe! 
-l)\k\ 
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(a) What is the probability that A,- will rank .v''' on the v -
measurement? 
(b) What is Ai's expected rank on the y -measurement? 
Let Rj- ,1 denote the rank of y[r:„] among the « K/, i.e.. 
^ r : « = t A l t r : n ] - n ) (5.1) 
;=1 
where, 
/U) = l if jc>0 
= 0 if x < 0 . 
For (a) we require n^-g = P{Rr:n = ''•} • First considering ;r„„ .We have 
n 
i=\ 
= nP{X„ =Xfj.fi,Yfi =K„.,j} 
=n/'{Xi<x„,-.x„_i<x„;yi<y„,-y„_i<y„} 
CX3 OO 
= n j \[P{X<x,Y<y}f-^dF{x,y) (5.2) 
— OO —OO 
upon conditioning on X„,y„.This argument can be easily extended lo 
find 7U^^.. 
6. Markov Property of Concomitants : 
We know that the joint density function of Xi.,p--,X^. „ and 
^[l:/(|'"'^|A-:/i] is given as follows : 
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fXi,„,--,Xk,„J,^,„y--J,k:nM,---,Xk,yi,---yk) 
(y-Gix^f-^Ylfi^j'yj)' 1^ <--<^>' (n-k)\ ^^^ 
= 0 otherwise, 
where G(.) is the marginal cdf of X order statistics. 
Now we can use the above relation to find the conditional density 
function of the vector (-Xjt+i:„,}[)t+l:n]) given that 
Xj.„=Xj, Y[j.,i^ = yj ,j = l,2,---,k. 
It is given as follows: 
fx, , Y,, , ,lx, •••X, Yn ^---Yn ,(^fe+l'3'ii:+lkl''"'^fc'>'l'"'"''^'^) 
'*it+l:n'''^[fc+l:n]|-^l:/i» '*t:«'^[l:n] ' ^[k-.n] 
= (« - ^)(i - G(^;t+i ))""*"^ /(^)t+i. J/t+i )/a - Gixk ))"-^ 
l < i t < n - l (6.1) 
Now (6.1) implies that 
•^Xi., Kn^, .Ix, •••Xi Y„ , •••y,^  / ^ fc+ l '> ' / r+ lk ' ' " ' ^^ '> ' l ' ' " ' 3>) 
•^k+l:n''[k+l:n]\-^l:n' -^ k:n'^ll:n]' ^[k:n] 
^^Xi^, Kt , ,IXi Y,i Mk+l'yk+l\^k'yk) 
^ k + \:n''[k + l:n]\^k:n''[k:n] 
Thus, we have obtained that vectors 
(^l:/; '^ll:/;]) ' '" '(^/j:/j .^[/i:n]) 
form a bivariate Markov chain. It is known that the Markov property i.s 
valid for order statistics A'i.„,---,A!'„.„, which corresponds to a 
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continuous distribution. For many situations, the Markov property holds 
also for concomitants i|i:„],---.J^[;i:n]'t>ut this fact can not be guaianteed 
for concomitants in the general case. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONCOMITANrS OF ORDER STATISTICS FROM HIV ARIA / / . 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
I. Introduction: 
111 this chaptci \\c have discussed throe bivaiiale tlistributions iiamol\, 
Maishall and Oikin's bivaiiale Weibull (.Ustributioii. Cjiiinl)ers bivaiKiie 
Weibull distribution and bivariate Paieto distribution. For the aforesaid 
chstribulions we have obtained tlie pdj's and moments o\ the 
concomitants of order statistics, hi the cases o{ Gumbers bi\aiiaic 
Weibull distribution and bivariate Pareto distribution we have given the 
joint distribution of two concomitants and also discussed the product 
moments of two concomitants for the latter. All the following results 
were obtained by Begum and Khan (1997.1990 and 2{)()()). 
2./ Marshall and Olkin 's Bivariate Weibull Distribution: 
Let (X/,y,). i = \2,---,n be n pairs of independent r.v's. from Marshall 
and Oikin's bivariate Weibull distribution as given in (1.5.1) 
(Mardia.l970;Marshall and Olkin, 1967; Roy and Mukheriee.1989) with 
elf 
F{x,y) = 1 -exp(-(Ai + A3)A" } -exp{-(A2 + A3).v" 
+ exp{-A,.v" -A2y" -A3max(A",v")}; • A,,A2,A3 >0 (21) 
The dj given by (1.1) can be rewritten as 
F{x,y) = 
1 - exp[-(Ai + A3).v" ] - exp[-(A2 + A3)y" ] 
a .0. + exp[-A, .v"-A2y"-A3A"] 0 < \' < X 
•exp[-(Ai+A3)A-"]-exp[-(A2+A3]v" 
+ exp[-AiA-" - A23'" - A3y"^  ] 0 < A- < y 
(2.2) 
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and the inlj 
A.(A, +AO«^.v""'.v"-'cxpl-Ai.v" - A . v " - A ^ A ' ^ I : 0 < \ < \ 
fl.\. V) " - ' . ' ' - ' ' ' -^ ^ A,v^ -' Xo'U :(•-" * ^ / . |( A > I A O C ^ ' A \' r xp l Ai V 
A3av"-' cxpl-A|.v" - A.v" - A3.V" 1 :.v - v > 0 
( ? ^ ) 
The coiulitioual pelf of Y given X is 
./•(.v.v) 
A^m" exp[-A23'"] ; 0 < y < x 
^^•^^^-"^-^^av^^-'expHA.-fAOv^-i-A,,"] 
(A, +A3) • 
;() < A < \ 
A. 
(A, -f-Ao 
expf-AiA a \ = V > 0 
The niaiginal df of A" is 
(:.4) 
F{x) = 1 - exp[-(Aj + A3)x" ] ; 0 < A" < 00 (2.51 
and the marginal /;(//" of A" is 
/U-) = (Ai+A3)ca-"~'exp[-(Ai+A3)A-"]; 0<X<'=-^ (2.6) 
The following results are given by Begum and Khan (2000). 
2.2 Probability Density Function of /[,..,;] 
For Marshall anti OIkin's bivariate Wcibiill distribution with df (1.2). 
the pdf of the first order statistic, for r = \ is 
/l;,, (A) = ; ; [ ! - / • (A-)]""'/(.v) 
. .an' i-1 a-l 
= «[exp{-(A, +A3)A-"}]"''(A, +A3)ai-«"'exp(-(A, +A3)A-"} 
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="'(. '1 + "'O"'^'"^ ' rv |> | - / ; r^ , l / ; l \ " ' | ; f) \ - ( ' " > 
and liic / ' i// 1)1 ihc liisl i.(iiki>iiii(aiil ol llic uidci .slali.Nlii- in v k'\\ wl 
(1.3.1) for /• = 1 i.s 
V 
= jA,(Ao + A3)ay""' exp[-(A2 + A3) v""' + Aw"]/!av"~' 
0 
oxp|-/((Ai + A3 ).v" ](/.v + J A i m " " ' cxp|-A^ v" ]//(A| + /.^ ,) 
y 
a,v'^~'cxp[-//(A| t A3).v" W.V+Au'xpl-A.v" |//m"""' 
exp[-//(Ai + A3)\'^] 
'^ 
= //A| (A2 I- A^, )m-""' ex|)[-(A2 + A3) v" ljexp[ {-//(A, + A3) + ?i^, ).v'^  | 
0 
a.v"~'£/.v + /a2(Ai + A3)ay"~' exp[-A2 v" ] 
0 0 
jexp[-/!(Ai +A3)A-"]aj"~'(/.v + A!A3«y"~'exp[-(77Ai +/1A3 + A2)v"] 
>• 
(2.S) 
We get after simplification, 
^|l:/,|(.v) = k„ (A, + A3)a)'"-^ exp[-(A2 + A3)y«] 
+ (1 - k„ )(/?Ai + //A3 + A2) a y " " ' exp[-(/;A| + nA3 + A2 ) \ " ] 
0<y<oo (2.0» 
where 
k - ^'^1 
i/A] + ( / ? - l ) A 3 
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riumivh ^iiiipk- (.aliiilaliiMis il i .1111'l" NIUUVII lli. 
Vhc i><!l nf }|, „] is eivcn by (1.3.12) i.o. 
" / ; _ 1 Y ;i '\ 
/; - ;• 
.(,'|l.,l(v) : !< / •< / ! 
A / 
X(-l)'""'''"' 
/ - / / - / • + 1 
/ - 1 
/ ; - ; • 
(yS:/ (Ai + A3 )m-"~ ' exp[-(A2 + A3) y " ] + (1 - /c,-)(/Ai + /A3 + AT )m' ft-1 
e\pl-(/A| i/A^ -i A2),v"j); <)•- ,\ (J,10) 
where k / / , 
/A| + ( / - l ) A 3 
2.3 Moments of Y^^.,^^ 
We have. 
|^bll=l-^^ni-](.v)^>' 
\y^ { k„ (A2 + A3)«)•"-• exp[-(A2 + A3)y" ] 
, a - l + {\-k„)(/JAI + /1A3 + AT ) q v " exp[-(/jAi + /;A3 + A2)y" ] }cl\ 
= ^„ (A2 + A3) jy^' a y " " ' exp[-(A2 + A3)y" ]Jy ] 
0 
+ [1 - k„]{n?n + HXT, + A2) + j y ^ ' m ' " " ' exp[-(/!Ai + /JA3 + A2) v" ]tl\ 
(2.11 
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Lei ; r - \ ihcnlhe R.ll.S. of (2.11) reduces l( 
,(A-
•''fl'/'/l "''ii^'^'l +-^^3)jexp[-(A2 +?.^)ii]u " +[\-k,,]{n?L\ +/;/.3 + A2 
k/a e.\p[-(;/A| +//A3 + /,2)ii]i( cli " » 1 ^ 
Upon using the relation 
a,j5 >0 in (2.12) we get 
a(\^ ',^ ,^ = A,,(A2 + A3KA2 + A3)~* '^^ ''"'•'* IX/c/« + 1) +11 -/c,, 
(kla. + \ (/;Ai +/;A3+A2)(/;/, +/zA3 + A T ) " * ' ' " ^ ' ' r a - / a + 1) (2.13) 
So thai luiallv. 
U) __. V{kla-^\) nkla + \) 
^ l l : " l " " , i , 1 .kla ^ ^ ' ' '"^ (A2+A3)' (;?Ai + A?A3 + A2) kla 
(2.141 
with k 
nh 
/iA] +(M -1)A3 
,/// Thus the k moment of K[,-;„] given by (1.3.14) is 
I(-l)' ,/" / - I ^)r 
/=/7-/-+l v ' ' - ' ' A ' ; 
" 
(A-) 
= I(-l)'-"^" 
;=;i-;-+l 
r / - i Y/A 
/! - /• W 
^i + [l-/c,]-
r ( ; t / a + l) n^e/g + l) 
(A2+A3)^'^" ^' ••"(/Ai+/A3+A2)^'^" 
(2.15; 
3S 
wilh. A, -
li maN be noted here that 
and 
3. / Gumbel's Bivariate Weibull Distribution : 
Let (X/, / /) , / = l,2,---,/i be n pairs of independent r.v. from Giimbels 
Bivaiiate Weibull Distribution (Johnson and Kotz. 1972; Roy. 1993) 
wilh (If 
/••(.v. v ) - l -exp(-n.v/^)-exp(--/>v/') + exp[-(/.v/' -h\^' -c.\''\''] 
;uid pilj 
ex pi-(/A-/' -/;v^' -r.v/'.v/'];.v. v>0 , (/./;>0. 0<r<i / /? (3.2) 
The CDndiiioiial pelf of y given X is 
/•(^ •|.v) = -'• exp[ -0 + c.\'') y/'][(/? + c.\'')(a + ex'') -c] ; v > 0 (3.3 ) 
(I 
The iiuujiiiial df of ,Y is 
/••(.v) = l - exp [ - ( a / ' ] ;.v>0 (,v4i 
and (IK- iiiaiiimal jxlj o\ A is 
fix) ^- ini\''"^ cxpl-ax''] ;.\>() (AM 
i ho li'lldw in;' i.'sulls arc ywcw \^y \W-y\\\\\ aiul Khan ( 1*)')7) 
3.2 Piobability density function of }|; ;,] 
I'or tiiiinhcrs liivarialc Weihiill Disliibulioii wiih df (4.1) \\\c j>,li 
(1 f the firsi order statistic, in view of (1.1.1 )foi" r = 1 is 
. / l . , , ( A ) - / ; [ l - y ' ( A ) j " ' / ( A ) 
-;/{exp[-aA-^']}""' pa.\''~^ c\p[-cL\''] 
==iipax''''^dy.p[-na.\''] ; A > 0 (3.6) 
and the /xlf of the first concomitant of OS. in view of (1.3.1) for r = I 
is 
> '^ll://l(y) = j/(.v/-^')/l:„U")'/-V 
= Jpv'"^ e.\p[-(/? + cx'')yf'][(h + c.\''){a + cy'') -c] 
0 
/;/;A'^~ Q\p[-naxP]CIX (3.7) 
Let / = A '^, then the R.H.S, of (3.7) reduces to 
oo 
= np\'^~^ e.\p[-/7j^'] jexp[-(n'^' + mi)t] 
0 
{tc{a + cy P) + ah - c + bey ^  ]dt O.'^) 
Now using the relation (1.4.18)in (3.8) we uet 
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= /;/;>•/'"'exi)[-/;v/'] da + cy^'} iah-c + hcy'') + 
. / ' (•\'' +/;(/)" (cy' +11(1 
We uet allci simi)lirication. 
^IMY V) nh-
(lhll(ll-\) Clll{ll-\) n-\ 
ciy'^ +nalc) c{y'' +na/c) 
-\py'' ' exp[- /M/ ' j (.V9) 
It can be shown ihat 
|A'[|://](.V)(/V = 1 
riuis the ixlf of )\,..„^ from (1.3.12) is 
/ : 1 Y „ \ 
V " - ' A - J 
,i,'|l.,|(v.) : !< / -< / ; 
- I(-l)'-"+'-
/ : / / - ; - ) 
^ / - I Y / / ^ 
n - r \ I 
/;v^' e,\p[-/;v'^ 
( 7 ; - (ihi{i-\) ai{i-\) 
ciy'' +ici/c) dy'^ +ia/c)~ 
v > 0 (3.10,1 
3.3 Moments of )|,..„j 
We have 
4l\=\''^\i:n](y)ciy 
r . k Jv'- „/; ahn{n-\) (in{n-\) 
c(y^^ +na/c) c{y^' +na/c)~ 
py'' ^c\\-)[-hy''](ly ( 3 . 1 1 ) 
Selling y ' ' =/ in (3.11), we gel 
(,k/i> I (il>ii{ii-\) uii(ii-\) -i,i 
J , ( f 1 1 1 , 1 1 , \ / , . -(/ I n<i/r) ,•^, I „ii/i )• 
ll 
iiVik/ !> • 1) (ihnin - 1 ) 7 _/,^  u ,, 
/ , / / / > / / 
\r-'"i'''''(i ina/r)-^<ll 
' " • " " ~ ' ' "f -hi k/ r , , . - 2 
J (• / ' (/ I /;<//(•) // (Vl.^) 
Iiiioiziatiiii' hy pails i\nd iisiiiLi (1.4.1(S) we get after simplification. 
/ ' ; p , ! , = i ( - / ^ + i ) 
k/p 
-{ji-\)(iici/c)'''''e""'''''l'(\-k/i>juih/c 
(3.13) 
hiis the A moment of )^,..„| is 
t!, 
Ak) 
\r:n] V ( - i ) 
/ ; _ 1 Y M \ 
i-ii + r 
/ = //- r + l V A J 
Ll i k ) 11:/1 
S(- • - / ; + / • - ! 
/ = / / - / • + ! 
r / _ 1 Y .A 
V A J 
l ( / c / / ; + l: 
-^-{i-Wa/c)''^^'e'"''''r{l-k/pjab/c) (3.14) 
mav be noted that. 
[3.1.V 
^ (2) _ . r ( 2 / / ; + i) 
/^(K-) 3.16) 
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J.V Joint Distribution oj hvo ConcontitaiUs )j, „| and )jv„| 
I ho joiiil ilisliilxilion nl' two cuiuomili inls ) j , „ | '"^'' ^h/ i l '^ ' ' ' ' IHTII 
obtained bv Beyiim and Khan (1997) using tiie relation (1.3.3), 
^•|r..v:/;|(.MvV:) < • , , , , / r v ' ' ' . ( ' ' c x p l / n v / ' , v(' 
- -I.v-/-
V y ( 1 , ' " ;• - 1 Y .V - /• n 
V 
( 
^ A'( V| )LT( V2) [K{y\) + / . ( y . ) ] " K{y\)[A'( v,) + L(y2)] -
be 
L-iyj) [A^(.v,)+Z,(V2)]- "" A'(.Vi)M.V2) A-(v,)[A'(v,) + I (V2) ] 
i I) 
A(V|) 
74 V) )|A( Vj ) + L(.V2)J A'( \ | ) 
[ A ^ ( V | ) 7 L U ^ ' ' ^ ( . V I ) [ ^ ( . V I ) + / ^ ( . V 2 ) ] /^ (y i )L(y2)^ 
/; ^ ( . v i ) 
1 L(y2)[/^(.vi) + My2)] 
1 1 
[[KiyO + Uy.)]^ LhvnJl 
-b ^ ( v i ) 
[L(,V2)[/r(yi) + L(V2)] 
+ L(3'2)IA' ' (yi) + L(v2)] 
v i . v i > 0 ( 3 . 1 7 ; 
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_ .,./' V, I i l l A ' ( V| ) = ( ' v ; t ici + Ml - /•(/ - / ( / 
IUKI L{\J_ ) "• t \ ' ' . I nil Ml ( /<( I (/ 
li li;is been chocked that J f .','(,•.,v://|(>'i-^2 Uly\ (ly2 - 1 
The product moments of concomitants of order statistics may be obtained 
as 
^^'r.n] ^[s:n\-
0 0 
.vi'.^'2\^'[/-,.v;//i(.^l-.V2)^/.^V/y2 
where Joint pelf A'|;-,.v:/i|(.Vi,.V2) is iiiven in (3.16). 
/. / Piireti) Distrihiition 
Let (X,.)'/)> / = 1,2,•••,/( be // pairs of independent r.vs. fiom 
bivariate Pareio distribution(Johnson and Kotz,1972). 
/• (.V, V) = 1 + 
v '^ .v '^ {bx + ay-ab) P 
; /; >0,x> a >0, y >b>0 (4.1) 
and })(lf 
,1 ^ /H/^ + l)(a/;)/'+' 
J[x,y) = -^^ .; p>0,x>a>0, v>/?>0 
{hx + ay-ab)^''^'-
(4.2: 
1 he conditional /-)<://' of K, given A' is 
,/ (.^  1^ ) = —-; \' > /; > 0 
ihx + ay-ab)' (43 
he maii'inal (//' DI' X is 
/ • • ( . v ) 
C l ' 
hi 
X >a > 0 (4 .4 ) 
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IIAI liic marginal jxlf ul A' is 
; .1 ) - per 
A /;+! 
X •(/ >(), l> >() (4..^) 
: ,.• following results are given by Begum and Khan (1998). 
•1.2 VrohabUity Function of Y\yj^\ 
i ' ' I iiivaiiate I'aiclu tlisliihiilmn willi <// (AA 
I'd! ot" the first order statistic, for r = 1 is 
{.\)---ll[\- l-{.\)\"'\f{.X) 
= ;/ 
1 - V ^ ' j .V /;+! 
llfXl 
,./'/H-
• ; A ' > a > 0 (4.6) 
A the />^ // of the first concomitant of the order statistic in view of 
3.1) for /' = 1 is 
" l ' . ^ ' ^ = | , / ( V ! A ) / i . , ^ ( . V ) ( / . V 
'Ah.\--^iy-ah)''-'-.x"l'-'^ 
l.x (I. 
- "pa"'"-'' (/; + 1)/,/'+' j,-i"i>-l»(/,, + ,,y _ ^,,,^-i r^2)^j^. 
a 
A / = A - (I. then R.II.S. of (4.7) reduces to 
(4.7 
I : / / )( V) - npa"/'-"-^ {p + \)/r' | (« + {)-(»P-P) 
0 
-(/^ + 2) 
/^/ (4.8) 
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iMiiii Uio lolaiinn (I -l 1 I ) m I 
IS , , alin'.iinpliruatinnvvciHM, 
ip- P-\ 
/ ; / M / ' I 1 ) / ' ' 
/ , - V 
V . / , • ( ) ( 1 ')) 
l''\ 
up + 2 J 
,„ ,„s,nM.io. . lc»laUuns,u. ,nK. shown ,1«. 
,, ,„;/ o f ) | , , „ | is given by (1.3.12) i.e. 
// 
,/-/; + ;•-
, - i Y 
II 
/ I I - I \ I 
.^ '1 . , , ( , v ) ; ! < ' • < " 
A 
/ - / ; + /•- / -
•;A 
ip- p.\ 
P [PSlLt}}!^,i-
dp + 1).^  ,/'^i 
h 
ip + 2 
> / ? > 0 (4.10) 
-/.2 Moments of V[;-.„| 
,u;^i, = ly'^ii:.iO')^/y 
7 A-i/!0!±l)^,/r, 
/!/; + ! v^ ;, ('w+^) 
np- p,\ 
h-\ 
np + 2 
d\ 
7177'' r- \ (./; + 2), r! ("P + \) 1^ 
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-h)' d\ 
( I I I ) 
, 1^ \ ' . (i sine the relation (1.4.5) and (1.4.10), wc gel after simplification 
"/H/^ + 1) ,k I ' l 
(np- /^), (l),.ll) 
iip + ])(l>~k) ,^(^inp + ^ )r O-p + k), r! 
(ni) + \){p-k) ' -
lip - p. 1, 1 
np + 2, 1 - /; + /: 
(4.12) 
oMiploying (1.4.16) in (4.12) then it becomes 
j}pl£_ 
ip-k) T,Il 
k - p, up - I), 1 
/;, k-p + \ 
(4.13) 
ither applying (1.4.13). (1.4.4) and (1.4.5), we get after simplification, 
''"' ,tt)^\k 'i-\-nw + pn\np~pjvdip~k + 1 + /)' '^^ 
jii 
:i;ii,s the /,• moment of Y[^.^,j given by (1.3.14) is 
/ : i / - ; ; + / • - ! f i~\YtA 
\'^-'-A' J 
Ll ik) 
i=n-r+\ 
1 -•: :; Dpi 1 - /' ^ nrUp_-- p +JjUip -k + \) 
1 iA +1 - / , 4 (1 -f- p)r{ip - p)r{ip -k + \ + i) 
' - 1 Yii] iph^ 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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(4.16) 
(4.17) 
It may be noted here that, 
4.4 Joint Distribution of two Concomitants Yir.n] ^nd Y[y,j] 
The joint distribution of two concomitants Y[r„] and F[ .^.„]has been 
obtained by Begum and Khan (1998) using the relation (1.3.3). 
i=0 j=0 y ' J 
(s'r-\\ 
^y(yi-b)^(y2-b/ 
M:1;0 
b b 
b-yi b-y^ 
; b<yi< y2 < °o (4.18) 
with P = p + 2, d = sp-np-jp + l, &y=rp~ip-np + p + 2 
and Fj|j^ ^ [^ ] as given in (1.4.17). 
It has been checked that jj^[r,i:,i](3'i ,3'2)^yi «f>'2 = ^ 
4.5 Product Moments of Two Concomitants Xfr:;,] ^nd Y[y,,^ 
Product moments of two concomitants Y[r-,i] and Y[y„] is given by 
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r-\s-r~l . . ^ ^ _ ] Y 5 — r - P 
/=0 ;=0 
{r + 2-p-d)[{P-2){d + 2-P)[ {p-l){d + \-P) 
1 
{l3-i)(d+2-p)(r+i-p-d) 1 + 
(i3-2) 
1 U +• 
[ iP-W + i-p) 
{p-2)ir+4-2P)[ (i3-l)(r + 3-2i8) 
1 
H5-\){r + 3-2P){r + 4-2p) 
1 
\ + . 2(i3-2) 
(l3-i)(r+3-2P)(r+i-i5-d) 
(p-i){r+2-2p) 
(iS-2) 
1 + (i8-l)(y + 2-2/?) (4.19) 
At « = 0 or v = 0,(4.19) gives the single moments of concomitants of 
order statistics. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCOMITANTS OF ORDER STA TISTIC FROM liJVARIA II. 
liURR DiSTRinirrio^s 
I. Introduction: In this chapter we have ciiscussed three hixanak' 
lUin tlistiihutiiMis iKiiuely, bivariate Buir 11. hivariate Bun 111 and 
bivariate Burr XII distributions. h"or llie al'oresaid disuibuiiuii.s w c li.i\ '^ 
obtained the fulf's and moments of the concomitants of order statistics 
and have given the joint distribution of iwt) conconiiuuits. In tiu- i .i^ c 
of bivariate Burr II distribution, we have discussed the /ns,;/ '^^^^ 
cunuilant generating function of two concomitants ami for bivariate Bun 
III and Burr XII distributions, we have given product moments oi two 
concomitants.(Begum and Khan, 1998 a, 1998 b and 1998 c). 
2.1 Hivariate Burr II Distribution: 
LQiiXj,Yj), i = \,2,---,n be n pairs of independent /•.\v. from 
bivariate BUIT II distribution as given in (1.5.7) (Satterfhwaite and 
Hutchinson, 1978) with cif 
F{.x,y) = i\+e~^+e~yr^ ; - o o < j , y < ^ C.h 
and the pdf 
... . v{v + \)e~^e~y j{x,y) = - ; -oo<.v. v < ^ i : j i 
which is the generalized Cumbers bivaiiate logistic distribution. 
The conditional pdf of Kgiven X is 
J ( . V U ) = • - — ; - CO < .V, \- < CK, I -^  ; , 
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The inaiiziMal (If of X is 
Fix) = {\ + e •') ^' -oo<A<-o 
and the marginal pdf of X is 
/W = ve 
-X 
{\ + e-T^' oo < A' < oo 
Hereafter in the following sections we have discussed various propciiK's 
of yj/../,|Viz, its i)df,mgf , cumulant generating function, mean and 
variance. We have stated the results of joint distribution ot \\\i> 
concomitants and their moment generating I unction and cumulaiii 
generating function.(Begum and Khan. 1998 a). 
2.2 Probability Density Function of Vj, ,,1: 
For bivariate Burr II distribution with df (2.2), 
the pdf of the r'' order statistic, in view of (1.1.1) is 
f 
Jr.ii v-v — (^r.ii 
1 
N ' - l ii-r 
(l + . - ^ ) ^ J 
1 -
(1+^--^/ 
V (' 
\ + e -X ,\' + l 
"- ' • -hi-r^ 
= 0-:;, I ( - l ) ' 
/ = ( ) 
Ve 
\ I 
(l + ^-V)'-v + /v + l 
with / : / ( ( / • - l ) ! ( / j - r ) ! 
./// 
and the pdf of the r concomitant of OS is 
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.\ v V ' 4 l . , - V // /• 
r</.V 
/;-/" 
C,..,.I(-1)'I / ! - r '(v + 1)(-
(~'<l\ 
_ii\ + e ')''''"'~'\l-^e-'+e >)'^ 
( ' (O 
Let r = (1 + i^'^)"',then the R.H.S. of (2.2) reduces to 
j = ( ) 
= Cr.,/l(-l)'(r'V(v+l)^"-'K''''^l + ^ "^^ '-r^ '^ '^ ^^  (2.7; 
Using the relation (1.4.14) we have , 
0 + r.-.V)-(^-^2)^^ 
k=0 
{v+2)f,{-te-y)'' 
k\ 
Putting this value in (2.7), we get 
"-'- Jn-r^ 
/=0 \ ; 
viv +\)e - V 
L-W+/V y {v+2),,i-te-y)''^^ 
0 ;c=o k\ 
n-v 
= CV:„I(-1)' 'n-r^ 
V ' J A-=() 
(V'+2)^.((^ ^ j ^ \,-y^,y+k 
k\ J ' ' Jr 
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/ / ' / 
= <v. I(-i^' 
/ u 
' • ; ; - r ^ 
\, ' I 
'{V + \)c ' Y. 
A t) 
V * - ! ) / . ( '• 
/. ' 
- ( / • \ ' \ IV ! k 
Hsini' iho rol;ili(Mi (1.4.6) in (2.S) wo cct. 
/ / - r fn- A viv +])(' •'*' 
V .' 
( / • I ' I /\^ I I ) 
I V .A (V +2)^. (rv + ;v + 1)^ . (-(' • ) {rv + iv + 2);. A'! 
Therefore, 
(.^ S , 
n-r fn-r\ 
V ; 
v{v + \)e 
{rv +iv +1) 
2/'I 
\ / + 2 , r v + / v + l 
rv +/V + 2 
;<' ' — oo <c \' <r oo (2. ' ) 
Through simple calcuhuions it can he shown liiai 
j.^'lr:/,|(.^)^/v = l 
2.3 Moment Generating Function and Cumulant (icncidlin^ 
Function of Vj,-,;] 
The nt^iif of Y^,..,,^ is given by. 
A^|/:/,l(/) = j' ' '-', ', ' |,;„|(.vKv 
"-'' :(n-r\ 
= r^./, Z(-l)' V{V +1) 
V ) (rv +/V + 1) 
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r .'V ir 
\' I 2, / I ' I /\' I I 
rv +iv + 2 
.r 
y r - \ / v ( ^ KD 
Let .', <• ^ Ihon IIK" U . l i . S , 1)1 ( V I ) UMIMVVS tu 
n-r 
A^|,:„|(0- ^V:.X(-1)' 6 i - r A v(v+l) ( / v t ;\' I 1) 
' v + 2 . rv+iv+\ 
l ^ ' :'•! 
rv +/v +2 
/.: ( J I M 
Now using the relation (1.4.15) in (2.11) we get, 
ii-r -fn-A 
/=() V ' J 
r(i-f)r(v + i + r) 
Vvirv + iv +1) 
^r.n 
ro-onv + i+oy , 
r(v + i) ^, 
^ / ^ - / - ^ 
V J 
1 
(r + t/v +i) 
= c r:n 
r(i-r)r(v + i + f) 
r (v+i ) 
n~r 
1 (-1)' (n-r\ 
/=() 
B(r + t/v+i.]) (2.12 
V J 
Applying the relation (1.4.12) to (2.12) we gel. 
' •" •' IXv + l) 
A [^r://jCO = r(l - t)r(y +1 + t)r{n + l)r(r + r /v) 
r(v + i)r(r)r(/j + i + //v) (2.13) 
Cumulant generating function of Kf^ ..,,] is 
K[,.„^(t) = Inr{n +1) + Inr(l - 0 + Inr(v +1 + 0 + Inr(r + //v) 
- l n r ( r ) - l n r ( v + l ) - ln r (« + l + r/v) (2.14; 
Since mcaip^ /-(^i;;//|) " /^^ ll 
III 
Variance =/y2|;•://l=-^-^|/•:/M^^) at /=() 
Hence using relations (1.4.21),(1.4.22) and (1.4.23) we get, 
1 1 '^ 1 1 " I A l^[r;//]='/CV/ + l) + -V/(r) !//(/!+ 1) = X - Z " 
i=\ k = r 
/r ^ 1 1 Y^  1 
It may be noted here that, 
(2,1.^) 
(2.10) 
J,fiMrM\=0 = nE{Y) ;v = 1 
r=l 
II V - l | 
r=\ i=V 
(2.18; 
2.4 Joint Distribution of Two Concomitants y[r://] «"^ [^.v:;/] 
The joint distribution of two concomitants yj,-.„| and Vj^ .^ iha.s been 
obtained by Begum and Khan (1998 a), using the relation (1.3.3). 
/;-.v,v-/--l / 
;=() / = () 
r^'-r-n 1 
(/v +.VV +2)(/v + /-V' + 1) 
F, l:2;l :1;() 
IV + sv + 2 :\^  + 2, rv + /v + 1; v + 2; 
/v 4-,vv/ + 3 : rv + /v + 2 :- : 
— oo < V] < V2 < o« 
. - V , - V -
T^ a Aza,^ .'^^ 
T l u 
55 , ; ' < " ! ) > 37 /6 ) ' • • • ; : 
where /''i'.J7)'[ ] isdeliiied in (1.4.17). 
It has been proved that,f J ^ '|^^..,,](yi,V2 )</>'! (h'2 ~ ' 
2.S MoiiH'iil GviH'iuiinfi /•unction and (utnulnnt CrncKiiiny, 
Function of Two Concomitants yj,..„| and yj^^i 
Moinont ycnciating riiiicl'u)ii of two concomitants )'|, „| and >'|,„i i^  
given by 
\'(n '\-1)1(1 - / | ) \ \ \ - / 2 ) r ( v I 1 I /| ) \ \ \ ' I 1 I /^) 
^\^|;„v://|(/l-'2 
r(r)r(v + i)r(v + i)r(,v + r|/vo 
r ( / ! +1 + /[ /v + / 2 / V ) 
{? .M)) 
Moment generating function of single concomitant of ordered statistics 1^  
obtained by putting /] =0 or ii = 0 . 
Cumulant generating function of two concomitants Vj,..,;] and Vj, ;,| y 
given by 
^[r,.v:/;|(^l .^2) = 1" H^ +1) + In HI - f]) + In r(l - ^3) + In Hv + 1 + r, ) 
InfCv +1 +r2) + ln r ( r + /i /v) + lnr(.s-i-f| Iv + ^ 2 / v ) - l n r ( / ) 
-2\x\V{s-^t\lv)~\nV{n^\+t^lv +t2lv) (2.21; 
Noting that, 
2 
aM>' | , :„ | ,> l , :„ | ) = 7 - r -^k . .v : ' / l (^ l ' ^2) at / i - O , ^ = 0 
£/qa/2 
and using the relation (1.4.21), we get 
1 " 1 
C^M>(,-:;;j,>t,:„j) = - y S — (2.22) 
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(3.:^  
3.1 liiirr III Distrihtiiion : 
1 .Cl ( . V , , ) ' , ) , / | , 2 , ' •,// 1)1' '/ p . i i i s 1)1 i i u l c i ) c n t l i ' i i t / r \ I M H I I 
biviuiate Burr III distribution as given in(1.5.9)(Rodriguez.l9S2) wiih <// 
and jxlf 
Tlien the conditional pdf of Y given X is 
•' (l + a,A.-*i+a2.v-*2r-
The marginal df of X is 
F(.v) = (l + ai.v~^'i)"'"; .v>0 (3.4) 
Tho niaiginal pd/ of X is 
/Uj= r r ;0<.v<oo /ci.c\ai>0 (3.5) 
In the later sections we have discussed the pdf and moments of }j,. „|. 
We have also stated the results of the Joint distribution of two 
concomitants and their product moments (Begum and Khan. 1998 h) 
3.2 rrobability Density Function of Vj,. „] 
For bivariate Burr III distribution with df (3.1). the pdf of the ;;'' 
order statistic, for /• = /; is 
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I„„i\) n\h{x)\" ' / ( , n 
(•^1 A:| \ /, I 
^ ' ( l + r / , . v - ^ i r ' 
nca\ k\ x •k-\ 
; .v>0 Cvd) 
and the />(//' of the / ; " concomitant of the order statistic in \ icw o\ (1. v 1) 
for ;• = // is 
A'|//:/;|(.^) = l / ( . + ),/„;;,(.v)^/.V 
(c' + l )a2^2J '^•2"'(l + a , .v"^ ' ) ' ' ^ ' "t '^i '^i-v 
- ; -1 
0 (1 +ai.v-^' ' +a2.v"^'= ) ' ^ " (1 + «, A-- '^ )" ' '^ ' 
clx 
A'v .-A'l ^-^//c•-
= /ic(c + l)jai)t,A- 1 'a2^2v - 0+«iA- '^1)"^ ""' '• 
0 
(l+aiA-~'^i +a2j"^'-)~^'""'^^^-^-
. - / : Let t = a\x 1 then the R.H.S. of (3.7) reduces to 
^[,iM](y) = ^c{c + \)a2k2y - A - 2 - 1 
j (] + /)-("^-'^) (/ +1 + a , v" '^2 )"^'''^ '^ ^/ 
(3.71 
(3.8) 
Using the rehition (1.4.11) in (3.8) we get, 
i'|/j;«]0') = «c(c + l)a2^2)'' 
iF \-ai V 
nr + 2 
Vine+ 2) 
v>() 
5S 
r i u i s , w c o b t a i n 
.'^'l//://!'-^'! 
/;(•((• + IjiXikjy k : I 
(!}!• + 1)(1 +(Xn\ -k^ ,(-+1 -
W-, 
//(• - C l 
(/' \ 
;/( 
! s ' h 
Throuiih simple calculations it can be shown that 
The i><ll n\' )[, ,,| is i'iven liy (I.^.H) i c 
, ^ ' | r . | ( v ) = S ( - i r ' ' 
/ = / • 
^'[/:/l(y) ; ! < / • < / / 
/ ' = / • v - ' A ' ; 
/c'(c' + l)a2^2y - A - 0 - 1 
(/c + l)(l + a2y ^-f^^ 
2^1 
ic -c',1 
/c + 2 
;--ai\ -k. (3.101 
3.3 Moments of yj^.^,| 
We have, 
<;,i=jv'^[":.]()')^' 
= J y _ r2^1 
0 {nc + m+aiy -f^^ 
nc -cA 
-a-) V -k. 
nc + 2 
J^ • 
"^^:+ 1)7 y^'«2^2.y '^- ' y (Mc-r),(l),.(-a2.v ^-f j ^ . 
("^ • + 1) o(l + a 2 ) " -) '• '• / -0 
//(•((• M) y (//( - r ) , . ( ! ) , ( - D ' 7 .v^^:i^2.v ^- ' 
(m- + l) , ^ , (nr + 2) , r ! d , ,y , v"^': )' + 
-(aiv'^^' ) 'Jv ( VI h 
Now letting \ + a 2 v A- , t in (3.11) we gel. 
ncic + ])ai klk- {nc-c),(\)r{-\)' 
(nc' + l) /To (//c + 2) , r ! ^ 
f-f'-^'V-l)^-^-/^:,/, 
Applying the relation (1.4.10) it follows that 
_nc{c + \)a2'"'^-T{c-\-klk2)V{\-klk2) 
(/;c + l)r(r + l) 
^^^(nc + 2),{\-c-klk2),-r\- ~ 
nc-c. 1. \-k/k-
nc + 2 .1 k/k 
( V i : ) 
Applying (1.4.9) in (3.12) we can write. 
k/k-, 
_ ncai - Vic + k/k2)r{\ - k/k2){c + k/k2) 
ik/k2)nc + \) 3/^2 
c\ 1, - nc 
c. \ + k/ki 
lence applying (1.4.8) and simplifying .it gives 
3.13 
k/k 
ncai '-T{c-¥klk2)T{\-k/k2){c + klk2) 
{klk2)T{c + \) F, 
1, -nc 
\ + k/k^ 
{i\c + klki)Vc 
III 
riuis the A: nioinenl of >'|;..^ ,| is 
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Xt- I / r-Yn,a 
/ / V ' - 1 A 
' • ' l 
I(-i)'-'" fi-]'Yn\ ia'j''"''-r{c + \ + k/k',)V{\-k/k, 
\ I 
( / ( • I A Ik , ) \ ' i 
,Vi4) 
It may be noted here that, 
V (1) l/A-o r ( f + l / A . l ' ( l - l / / ; 0 
^ = ; ; / : • ( > ' ) ^ ^ 
/•=! 
' (2) Ilk-, I'{c + 2 / / : . r ( l - 2 / / ; . ) ,. .,2^ (.Mh) 
5.4 Joint Distribution of Two Concomitants Y^^•,^^ and V^v „] 
The joint distribution of two concomitants > |^,;„| and )^y„|has been 
obtained by Begum and Khan (1998 b) using the relation (1.3.3). 
2 2 V ^ " ' /+,Y"-'vY^-''-0 
/ = 0 ;•=() V ' A •'' J 
1 < 2^ '^2 .^ 1 " 0^ 2 ^^ 2 .^ '9 ' 
"'U'^-f U'^-f 
• l : 2 ; l 
y:^,d\fi\ 
y + 1: /^ + I ;-; a2.v, ' a,y 2 . ' 2 
0 < V] < y2 < 
with /3 = c + 2, J = 1 - re + c - 7c & 7 = 2 + 2c - /c - sc 
It has boon proved that Jj.','|,,,v,„i(.Vi,.V2)(/yi d\2 = 1 
;3.17; 
.15 Vnnluct Moments of Two Concoinilants ) \ , „ | tmil V| ,^, | 
I'hc piDcliict lUomciU 1)1 two coiiLomilimls DI DUII-I SI.IIISIK ;. r. ristii li\ 
)i-ss-r 
i r X X ' " ' + / 
/ / - .V V 
/ = () /:=() 
,v - r 
( / , 
„.Mi/i;. r(r + l + n//k2)r(l-"//^':) V{c + \ + vlkiy{\-vlk.) 
lV + 2) r ( , i 2 ) 
(.vc I ic \ iilk2^ I vlk^\ir I /V I /^//<;) (3.IS 
Here it" we put i<=0 or v = 0. then we obtain the single moments of 
ciincomiiaiils of onleivd slalislits. 
For w = 1 & V = 1 ,we get 
ll-S S - l - \ 
l^K-.nK-.n\^ = ^r,s.nC--i^'-^\r^ I (-1)" r//-.vY.' 
/=() 7=0 
V - /• 
V A 
a 
2/k. [r(c + i /^2+0]"[r( i - i /^2)]^ 
(,vr + /(• + 2/^2 X'*'" + Jc + 1 / ^ 2) 
(3.19) 
4.1 Burr XII Distribution: 
Lot (X,.K,) . /= 1.2,•••,/' he n pairs of independent r.\'',v. tVdm 
biviuiale Burr Xll disUibution as given in(1.5.11) (Johnson and Kotz. 
1972) with df 
.A- , . - A " . . - . k ^ . - < F(A-,y) = l - ( l + «ix'^') ' - (1 + «2V - ) +(l+«i .v ' +a2.v - ) 
A',)'>0; ki,k2,c,ai,a2 >0 
The pelf of the bivaiiate Burr XII distribution is given by 
(4.1 ) 
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/ ( . \ .v ) - ( (c- i ljai/<i.\^'' 'aWv^ v''' '(I I ^1 / ' • ' ^ ^ v " ) 
0<.v<y<o=; k\,k2,c,a\.a2>0 (4.Ji 
The coiulilioiKil lulf of Y ;zivon ,Y is 
The majgiiial df of .v is 
/ 'Xij = i - ( i + « i ^ - ^ ' ) ' ' ' ; •^>o (4.4) 
The inaruinal /;J/" of X is 
^ • ( , ) ^ _ l B V L i _ ^ ; o<.v<oo, ^,.r,a, >0 (4.5) 
( l + r / | / ' ) ' • + ' 
In ihe later sections we have discussed the pel] of Y\ri,\ ^^ nd its 
moments and have stated some results viz. joint distribution of two 
concomitants and their product moments (Begum and Khan. 1998c). 
4.2 Probability Density Function of Kf,..,,] 
For bivariate Burr XII distribution with df (4.1). the /;<//'of the l ' ' order 
statistic, for r = 1 is 
,/,.,,(.v) = / ; [ l - r ( .v)]"- ' / ( .v) 
M\ v( + (H-a,.r '>)' 'J (1+a, .V 
/ — v r ; -^  >^ ^ (4/0 
(1+ai.v^i) 
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iiiul llu' /'(// of llu' tirsi concoiiiilani ol ihe oidoi slalisiic. m \ icw oi 
(\^ \) \o\ I- I is. 
^'|1:;;|(.V)-J/(.V|.V)./|:,;(AW.V 
= 1 ((• + 1)^2^2.^^- '(l + "lA^'' J' " / / (( /[^i . / ' ' 1-fr/,/ ' +«.v^'M^'^- d + r / , / ' ) ' " ' ^ ' (/.V r/| 
= nc(r + l ) j a i i t | / ' a2^2.v - (l + « i -v ' ) .A'l , - ( / / ( • - ( • ) 
(1 + a i / i +a2y''-r^'"^^^^cJx (4.7: 
Lei / =ai.v^' . then the R.II.S. of (4.7) reduces to 
= ncic + l)a2^2.v^'-"' lO + 0'^"'^'^^{t + \+a2y''- )"^'"^^^dt (4.8; 
using the relation (1.4.11) in (4,8) after simplification , we get 
= nc'(c +1)^2^2 )' h -1 r(nc + l)(l + a2.v^"-r '" ' Tine+2) 
2/'I 
Therefore, we obtain, 
/)(• - (\ 1 
nc + 2 
,-Uj\ ,A-^  ; v>() 
A'|l;//|rv) = /ic(c + l)a2^2.v^'-~' 
(/;c 4 1)(1 + 0^ 2 \ /;-. ,r+i 
2/=^! 
nc -c, 1 
/;c + 2 
;-«2.v^'-
Throuyh simple calculations it can be shown that 
JA'|1.7/|(,V)</.V-1 
(4.'); 
(4.101 
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I'luis Ilk- /< of K|,.„| from (1.3.12) is 
^\> :/;|(.v)= ! ( - ' ) i~iH I -
;=;/-;•+! 
f I \ \ n\ 
\"-' K' J 
^\\:i\^^') 
I(-l) i-ii + r-\ 
i=n-r+\ 
/ , _ 1 V 
\"-''A- J 
ic{c + \)(x-)kiv 
(/V + Dd+a.v^ ' - ) ' ' ^ 
2/^ 1 
ic - c, \ 
ic 4- 2 
;-a')\ , A - . v > 0 (4. 
4.3 Moments of K|,..„| 
We have 
^^^) r ,/^-
."11.1--= .^^ '^ | ! : / / | ( .^> /3 ' 
'} k nc{c + \)aikix'^- ' _ 
(, (/;c4-l)(l + a2.v -f^ " 
nc - c. 1 
/k' + 2 
; - a T V A', clx 
"'•+1 ')• (l + a2.v^-) ' '""/^) ("<+2) , /•! 
"/ l^jL' i y (/?c-^)r(l)>-(-i)'7.v^'«2^2.v^"-"'(C^2.v^'- )'' 
//(• + 1 /•=() ("^•+2),/-! 1-^  [\^-ix.y-r 
d\ 
( 4 . 1 2 ) 
.k^ Now letting (l+ixiy -) = t in (4.12) we get, 
/ ; ( • ( ( • I 1) 1* (j*~i ( ; ; r - c ) , ( l ) , ( - l ) f,-,<.-,i) ,,klk.^-r,, 
(/ - 1) - (// /^• + ] ) « 2 ^ ^ ^ - , T ; , {nc + 2}, r\ 
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Applyii)!' llic icl;ilii)n (1.4,10) it follows lliat 
//(•(c H) Y (/<c-(),.(l),( 1)' [{c-k/k^-i )1 a/k_ / 4- 1 I 
( 4 . 1 3 1 
On usiiiii (1.4.5) in (4.13) we obtain after simplification. 
n((c + \) nc-klkjWiklki +1) 
(/;r + \)ai kikn \\c +1) 
{nc-c),{\)r{klk2+\)r I 
/u(c + l) r(f-A/^T)lU/A:T+1) 
(/ic + l)ao kik-, r(c + l) 3 ^^ 2 
//(• - c . \. k /k ^ I 1 
/!r + 2 .^/A:T +1 
By employing (1.4.9) in (4.14). we can write, 
(4.14) 
I'ic-k/kn +\)r{k/k, +\) 1 
A- / k. Vic) k/ki >f] 
1, -;;( 
\-k/k-
(4.15) 
Hence applying relation (1.4.8) and then .simplifying, it gives 
^'[1:.] (nc -k/k2)(X') k/k-
r{c-k/k2 +])r{k/k2 + 1) 
no ^ 
:c>k/ki (4.16) 
;/; 
riiiis the k momentof yj,..„l is 
M) A'.;H= I (-1)'-"-^ '- f i-\ V hi^ u [k] 
i=„-i-\.\ n - r \ J 
f i6 
II 
\ ' , ! , / " • ' I 
V II \ 
/ ; / • / 
, , , L /I 
l(c--k/k^ -\-\)\'{k/k^ 4 1 (4 .1 / ) 
ll may he iiok'il lieic lluil. 
r ( c - i//v O l d / A < I 1) 
niA) (-1 IS) 
S/'i'; '/I 
/; \'(c-l/k.)\\l/k^ I 1) 
/ • = i 
2 / A - Tr 
;;/:'(}'-) ( 4 . 1 ^ ) 1 
-/.-/ Joiiil Distrihntion of two Coiuoinitnnts >| ,„ | ' / " ' / ^h //| 
The Joiiii clistiil)iition of two concomitants }|,..^,]and }^^,,]has been 
ohiainetl h\ Ik'iiinn anti Khan (l')'J(S c). using llic relation (I ..V.^). 
;- l ,v-/--l A ; - _ l Y 
V ' A 
•v - ;• 
7 
, k^-\ , A'T-l 
1 a-, k-) V, - 0^9/C2 ) '2 ' jo.] 
y : p , c l - p ; 
1 
«2>'f" ' «2.V2-
7 + 1: t/ + 1 ;-; 
0 < vi < v-> < (4,20) 
with /j = c- + 2, (1 = sc - nc - jc + 1 & 7 = / r - ic - nc + c + 2 
and /Yfo ' l ] as defined in (1.4,17). 
It has been proved that \\g[r,s:n]iy\^y2)^y\ ^3'2 = 1 
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4,5 I'nxlucI Monu'iits of Two ConcomHaiUs ) j , ,,| and Y^^ ^^ 
I llO p i i i i i i k l IIU)IIH.'I1I o l I w n (. i i i k o i l l i l . i l i l ' . t i l ( i i ( l i - i ' .( .III .III '. f. r i M i i l i s 
i-\.\~r 
^ • • n h . l V w M l - ^ V . . v : . r - ( r M r X X (-1) /+ / 
/ r - I ^  / .V - r 
\ n 
ill \ v)l k 1 
' t V - " / ^ 2 + 1 tilna2 + 1) r(r - \ / A-2 + 1 )r(v/i^2 + 
(.sc - //(• - /(• - c -¥ vl k^ ) i ( / • ( • - /(• ~ nc - c + III k^ -'>• y I k^) (I : i ) 
Here if we put f/=0 or y = 0, then we obtain the single moments of 
concomitaiUs of ordered statistics. 
For (f = 1 & \' = 1. we set 
i--\s-r-\ r - l Y . v - / - - l 
A 
1 [V{c-\lk2+\)\~[V[\lk2+\)Y 
[sc - lie- jc -c + \l ki\rc -ic - iic -c + 2/k2} {4.22 
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CHAPTER V 
FISHER lNI'()l<i\IA'nOt\ n\AN OKDIK SIWIISIIC AM} US 
CONCOMITANT 
I. Intiodiiction : 
Suppose we have a random sample of size /; from a continuous 
disuibution with cdf t\{x;d) and jnlf J]{.\\0)wUciv 0 is a ival \.ihKd 
parameter and the sample is arranged in ascending order. Tiic c|ikMn)n 
about which pari of the oicicrcd sample has inoic nihu nKiimn his l'>- ii 
discussed by Tukey(1965) and Nagai-aia(1994} in terms of hncai 
sensitivity, a measure baseti on the first two monu-nis of hnc;u hnu Miii. 
of order statistics. Mehrotra I'l a/.(1979),Paik(199(-)). and Zheng ami 
dastwirth (2000) have studied the propeilies of the Fisher information 
{Ff) measure in blocks and collections of order statistics. The /'/ pla>.s a 
valuable role in statistical inference through the information (Cramer-
Rao) inequality and its association with the asymptotic properties of the 
MLE. 
Now suppose (X,Y)is absolutely continuous with joint cdfF{x,y:6) and 
/;^///(A-,y;0).Fori <r</i , let X,..nhe the r ' ' 'X -o ide r statistic MK\ 
y|^.„|be its concomitant obtained from a random sample of size ii tioni / 
The regularity conditions on the parent distiibution that pcrniii ilic 
definition of Fisher information (F/) about G in an X order statistic 
and its / - concomitant that iire obtained from a random sample froiii 
(X,y),have been suggested. Some general properties of the FI in such 
individual pairs have been described. The properties of 
/0(Xr:„,K|r:„]) and/g(yj^.,,]),the FI contained in (X,..^,,Kp. „j) and 
(/fr:n]). respectively are discussed .These play an important role in the 
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asymptotic properties ol" nile's based on ccnsoicd hivaiuiic sanipli.- in 
section 2 we show the "standard" regukuity conditions used h) dclmc 
lQ{X,Y),thQ FI contained in(X,K),iire enough u. 
define/0(Xr;„,y[r7,i)and h^^lm])-
Under the assumption that F\ is free of 0, we obtain a simple usclul 
recurrence rehilion satisfied by/f)(X,..„,yi,;„i)and show that it is ;ui(liii\c 
in /*. This permits the easy computation of the FI in an aibitiais 
collection of order statistic and their concomitants. The followms icsnlts 
were obtained by Abo-Eleneen and Nagaraja (2001). 
2. Fisher Infonnation Re^uknily Conditions and Properties : 
2.1 Regularity Conditions for IQ {X,. „, Kj,. „ |) 
The FI about the real parameter 0 contained in .Y is defined a< 
IQ{X) = -E{ -J—'•—) under the following regularity conditions 
do 
(Rao, 1973). 
(1) The parameter space Q is a real non-degenerate inter\ a). 
(2) 'I'he /;(// of X w.r.t. cr finite measure // ./ | (.v;^ )^. is dilloKMiiiahk' 
w.r.t. e for all 6 eQ. 
(3) For every measurable set C c 5 , the sample space, 
assuming the existence of the right side integral. One commonly used 
condition which validates (3) is: 
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(3*) Theic exists an U(\) iiitcgiabic (w.i.(.// i Midi di.ii 
3/l(r,0) 
de 
^Hix) for all 0 f a 
Nagaraja (1983) showed that conditions (1),(2) and (3*) on f] (.\.0) scixc 
as regulaiity conditions for defining IQ{X ,.„).>iow assiinjc ; 
(Al) ^ is a real non-degenerate interval. 
(A2) /(A-,y;0) is differentiabie w.r.t. 9 for all 6 £ il. 
{A3*) I'IKMO exists an inlegrahle / / ( \ . v) siicli llial 
for all 6 .Note that (A3*) validates the required assumption 
(A3) 1-or any measurable set C c .V.the sample space . 
f ) / ( \.y:(h Ih \ 1 
I fU,y;e)cm = { 
de^c 
3/(A-,.v;0) 
c de 4/ 
Conditions (A2) and (A3*) imply that the joint /;,// o\ 
(^r.ir^lr.nO^ /,.(A-,y;0),given by 
fr„ix,y\e) = ( r - l ) ! (n - / - ) ! /(.wyMFiix^e)]' '[l-/-,(.i;6» 1 " - ' ( 2 . 1 ) 
is differentiabie w.r.t.^, for all Of U. Further, sifico 
0<F|(.v;6l)< 1.(2.1) implies that 
^{x,y\e) 
Now since 
df{x,y,e) 
<)() + ({fi-])f(x,v:0) 
dF\(x:0 
( : : 1 
3/^ 1 (A-;0) 
de 
X oo df{u,v;e) 
de dv (111 from (A3) 
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00 J I H{ii,\)(lii (Iv I f o n i ( A ^ 
Then 
' I "^ ''y 
'dj,\x,y\e) 
( . ' ^ 
\)0 
<cH{.\\\) + (cAn-\)f{\.\:0] 
<(77(A-,v) + C2,/'(.v.v;<9) (. \4 
whcie ( 1 - (// l ) ( ( | aikl //(\.\) is iiiit-i'i.ibli.- Ii II.IN l)ciMMi>\\ J IMWH 
that. 
c) f ^ • , r (J/,(A. \'\0} , , iJ.^) 
I'oi nil iiUciioi poiiUs ol' 12, und lot uU (iwi) iiiiucnsioiin] } inc;isunii>}c sc/ 
C. Let ^()be an arbitrary but fixed point in Q. Then from the mean \akie 
theorem 
Mx,y;9)-frix,y;eo) _ 3/,U,v;0^^^) 
e~G() de 
for some 6^' between 6 and 6i).ln view of (2.4) .we have 
/rU-,y;0)-/,.(A-,y;0()) 
e-d, 
-ni\ <cHi.\\y) + c2fi.\;y:e'-') (2.6) 
But, 
/(A-,y;0^')) = /(A-,y;0o) + (0^'^-0()) a/(.v,v;0<-') 
90 
(2.7 
.(2) for some 0^"^' between OQ and 0\. So from (2.6) and (2.7) we have, tor 
\e-e()\<\. 
/,(A-,v;0)-/,(.v,.v;0()) 
e~e, '{) 
^ t ' 2 ' 
I) .. '(^f(x.\\6 (1) (Ji /(^v;f}(,) + (0 '"-O(, ) - ' 
de 
+ cH{x,\) 
<C2y(A,y;6^()) + ^ ^ " - ^ 0 //(.\, \) H-clH.x. \ 
!Sc2/(.v,y;f5„)+(r+ r2)//(v, V) (.^  X) 
Let {6,n,m>\] be a sequence converging toO().Without loss ot gcncialiis. 
one can take |^w~^()|<l '^ '^ ''" '" • 
..._//-u.y;^m)-/rU>y;^o) 
^mU.)') = 
where 
/^M ~ ^0 
TIK'II with 
,we have |^t,',„(.v,.v)|<G(.v,y). 
C7(.v. y) llie fiinclion on the R.II.S. i)f (2.H) is inii-)'i;iblc. So iit 0 1)^ 
\r 
a/,(.v.y;0) 
i)() (l.\- (ly - \ 1 ini ,;',„ (.V, y)r/.v (/y / / I > 
» / — > ™ 
• l i n i .,i,',,,( \. \ ' ) ' /vr/\ 
lin] 
j^.,/,.(A, v;6;,„ )dx d\ - j ^ . /,.(A, \•,6^))(L\ cl\ 
HI-
ho 
^m ~ ^0 
\^.l,.(.\.\\0)d.\cl\ ( ^ ')) 
'I'he second step above lollows lrt)ni the Irhcsguc I )oiiiiiKik\l 
Convergence Theorem. Since B^ is arbitraiy. (2,5) holds for all (-) lloiico 
we have tlic lullowing result. 
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Theorcm2.1. Conditions (AI).(A2) and (A.V) on n\.\.(h . ,m 
serve as iegulaiil>' condilions Im del mm;' /<;( V, „,}| , ,,|i ilu- I I lii 
(^r;/;'^|/-./;l)-
2.2 Regularity conditions for loO\r:n\) 
Now we show that /0(>|,://l) exists if (A1),(A2) and (A.V )^ hold. 
Conditions (A2) and (A3) imply that /|r](y;^) g'ven by 
where c = n\ 
in-ry.iir-1)1 
is differentiable w.r.t. 6. Since 0 < Fi {.\\9) < 1 
a/ir](>';^) 
90 
, c l df{x,y;d) 
de 
iIx + c(n-\) \ f{x,y:e) dFAx£) 
do 
dx 
<c \ H{x,y)dx^-{n-\)cc[ \f{x.\\d)dx 
from (A3='=)and (2.3). Thus 
a/[,,(v:0.; 
do 
<cHi{y) + in-\)ccif2{\:6] (2.11) 
where / / i (v)= ^H{x,y)dx is integrable. Note that (2.11) resembles 
(2.4) and we follow the appioaeh used to prove (2.'J) and conclude ili.ii 
d r r t)/[,.|(v;a) 
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Ol 
for all interior points Oeil. , for all nicasurablc sots T Vhis leads in ilu 
following. 
Theorem 2.2. Conditions (A1),(A2) and (A3') on the bivaiialc /A// 
/ (A, v;W)can servo as rcgiihiiity condilions lor drliiiini' /^;'>'|, ,,|' t 
Remark 1. In addition to condition (A1)-(A3). with a reeularit) 
condition that permits the interchange of integration with respect to u 
()~ \oii t] ( \ : 0 ) 
and second derivative of /] w.i.t. 6 JQ(.\) = -L ^-~ -. I nclci a 
similar additional condition on/(.v.y:0),parallel results hold tor 
/Q(X,..„,>!,..„I) and Ieiy[r.nO-
2.3 Properties of IQ (X^.„ ,yj,..,,]) 
Theorem 2.3. If f"i is free of 0 .the basic triangle relationship 
satisfied by the moments of order statistic [Arnold et ^//.(1992)] holds for 
h(^r.n\^yir.n]) th'^t is, 
'^^0(^;-:;/-l.i'|/-:;/-l]) = ( « - 0 / 0 (A^r/r >[/-;/;])+ ''/0(^,-+l:».>t,-+l:„|) 
(2.13) 
Proof: If Fi is free of 0 from (2.1) it follows that 
^^ogfr.ni^>r^d) d\ogf{x,y;e) ^ ^ 
^^ = ^^ = 8ix,y) say (2.14) 
Further ,(2.1) also implies that 
nfrj,-\ (A\y;G) = (n- r)f,.„(x, v;0) + z/,.^].,, (.v, v;0) 
Consequently, 
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lor any /; Willi //-.i , ' - in (2.14) wc ohuiin (.1 1 ^ i 
Theorem 2.4. If l-\ is Hoc ol 0, /<;( X,.„ .),, :;,|) is addiuxc, ih.:i i. 
A-
rroof: The Joint pdf of llic collection is a iicneialization of (.' i ) 
and is given by 
/rUi.---u-.yi-". ' ' i t ;^) = //! :/, I {ri-mn-ri,)\ { / • | ( . V | ) ) ' ' ' { I - / ' [ ( M ) ! 
" '; 
A-
xn 
i=2 
( / • , - / / _ l - l ) ! ,.^, 
c; 
Hence, 
1 961 
i,aiog/(j:,-,v,;0) 
361 
We expand the right side before taking expectations, and note that the 
expected value of each of the cross product term is zero. This yields me 
ticsired result. 
Remark 2. When F\ is free of 6. Theorem 2..^ . indicates that one 
needs to evaluate cinly u expectations in oidei to t"iin.i /f;( .V, ,;,,)j, „,] i 
for all \<r<m<n. Further, all the lecunence relations that holds ICM 
the moments of X,..„, do apply for the FI in (X, ,, .y|,..,,i) .The addiiixe 
property of the FI, proven in Theorem 2.4. makes the computation ol ilk 
FI in an arbitral^ collection of order statistics and their concomitaniN u 
he trivial once the FI in individual [xiiis are known. 
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